
term care system. Moreover, the public sector must
be made more, not less, accountable for the kinds
of services available to the frail elders who cannot
afford to pay for services themselves.

We now (enow how to create a consumer-oriented,
cost-effective, long-term care system, but we have not
yet generated the moral vision and political will nec-
essary to change our fiscal priorities. Why would we
expect an expansion of private long-term care insur-
ance or more out-of-pocket expenditures by the
affluent elderly to substitute for the role of public
policy in changing long-term care? Are we at the point
where we can no longer imagine moral vision and
political will as having anything to do with the direc-
tion of public policy? The private sector (informal care)
already provides 80% or more of all long-term care
and I do not see how increasing the burden in this

sector is feasible or will create the conditions for quali-
tative change.

Larry Polivka, PhD
Director, Florida Policy Exchange Center
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Avenue
Tampa, FL 33620-3043
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ENTITLEMENT FEVER

Justice Between Generations: The Growing Power of
the Elderly in America, by Matthew C. Price, Praeger
Publishers, Westport, CN, 1997, 174 pp., $55.00
(cloth).

The Future of Age-Based Public Policy, edited by Rob-
ert B. Hudson. The Johns Hopkins University Press,
Baltimore, MD, 1997, 210 pp., $50.00 (cloth), $18.95
(paper).

Entitlement fever aptly describes the current po-
litical climate in America. Discussions abound about
who should receive government benefits, what the
eligibility criteria should be, whether the recipients
deserve such benefits, what services should be pro-
vided, what cutbacks in programs can be made, and
how much public assistance the American people are
willing to support. From the "Contract with America"
to the politics of retrenchment, the focus of politics
and public policy at the end of the twentieth century
is entitlements.

Because more than one third of the federal bud-
get is spent on programs for elders, it is obvious why
age-based entitlement programs have taken center
stage. How should Social Security be reformed and
how can Medicare costs be curtailed are policy ques-
tions asked by members of Congress, in newspaper
articles, on the evening news, and around the dinner
table. Older persons fear that their benefits will be
taken away and worry about how they will manage.
Policy makers grapple with how to reform these pro-
grams, especially as members of the baby boom co-
nort edge towards their retirement years, without
arousing the powerful political fervor of senior citi-
zens.

Interestingly, each of the parties concerned with
these issues may be working under flawed assump-
tions. Today's seniors are the beneficiaries of past
political decisions that created and enlarged programs

on aging such as cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs)
for Social Security and unlimited doctor visits under
Medicare. Although current political decisions may
tinker at the margins of these programs for today's
elders, their benefits or entitlements will remain vir-
tually intact. Likewise, policy makers may have a false
premise in their reluctance to reform age-based
entitlements for fear of the political clout of senior
citizens or "Gray Power." Seniors are a vocal group,
but their real political power may be overestimated.
Scholars, most notably Robert Binstock, have sug-
gested that the political clout of seniors may be more
perceived than real. In reality, baby boomers should
be the most fearful about reforms in age related
entitlements, and policy makers should be most
worried about arousing the baby boomers' political
force (evidenced in the 1960s but now dormant).

The fundamental issue underlying the current
age-based entitlement fever is the central theme of
these two books. Matthew C. Price, in Justice Be-
tween the Generations, asks what does one genera-
tion owe another. Robert B. Hudson, in The Future
of Age-Based Public Policy, has organized this edited
volume around the question of what should be our
public posture toward an older population that is
growing in numbers and diversity. Trie fundamental
issue is the same: What is society's responsibility to
its elders? Whatever the answer, it will reflect the
values of society. The mere fact that age-based en-
titlements are a focus of public debate and reform
demonstrates a subtle transition in the perspective
toward our elderly population. In the 1950s and 1960s,
older people were viewed as a vulnerable and needy
population deserving of public support. Poverty was
significant among older persons and medical costs, if
afforded at all, were consuming a large portion of
their income. The public policy responses were the
passage of Medicare, Medicaid with a long-term care
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component and expansions of Social Security (e.g.,
the establishment of COLAs). Is it progress trtat to-
day we no longer automatically assume that elders
are the most deserving of public policy support and,
most importantly, our tax dollars? Trie answer is maybe.

The transition from the automatically assumed
designation of older persons as deserving to today's
depiction of them as "greedy geezers" is due in much
part to the success of age-based entitlements. Social
Security has provided economic security for a large
portion of older persons, the poverty rate among the
elderly population has been cut more than 60% since
the early 1960s, and seniors have access to the most
technologically sophisticated medical care at a nomi-
nal cost. This is not to imply that all older persons
are experiencing their "Golden Years," because pov-
erty and inadequate medical care exist for many, es-
pecially among the oldest old and minority eiders.
But age-related entitlements have provided a fourth
leg to the three-legged stool and increased the stan-
dard of living for much of the older population. The
success of these programs on aging, coupled with the
fact that the number of children younger than 18
living in poverty is rapidly increasing, have fueled the
question of whether the elderly population is the group
most deserving of public benefits.

The transition of the public's perception toward
elderly adults is reflected in the discussions of these
two books which, too, parallel a shift in the gerontolog-
ical literature. As policy debates have moved from
developing and expanding programs for elders to cut-
ting back and reforming age-based public policies, the
gerontology literature has chronicled this shift and ex-
amined the values and consequences for older per-
sons. No longer is an essay in the field of gerontology
an assumptive advocate for the elderly. These two
books questioning society's responsibility to older
persons represent a more recent paradigm of the
discipline. As earlier decades rarely saw either policy-
makers or the public question the providing of ben-
efits to our seniors, this too was generally the case in
the earlier gerontological literature.

Price, in Justice Between the Generations, exam-
ines the power of elders from a historical perspec-
tive, placing the current societal values toward seniors
as well as the structural design of aging programs within
their historical context. The discussion begins with a
view of colonial America characterized by reverence
toward older persons, and then painstakingly traces
changes in older people's status, the development of
a senior political movement, the evolution of aging
mass membership groups such as the Townsend Move-
ment and the American Association of Retired Per-
sons (AARP), the passage of Social Security and Medi-
care, and the emergence of seniors' current political
power. The book is rich in detailed research and the
nuances of historical background. The first five chap-
ters by Price are an historical overview and include
a myriad of quotes ranging from a doctor in a 1923
publication on the benefits of drinking water for
wrinkles, to a cocktail party conversation wherein
Supreme Court Justice Stone suggested to Secretary
of Labor Perkins that the taxing power was the way

to fund Social Security. Although the research detail
is impressive, at times the book gets bogged down in
historical minutiae and the relevance to the current
political power of the elderly population is not al-
ways immediately apparent.

Price's approach is a survey of aging issues from
an intergenerational equity framework. His multi-
disciplinary discussion crosses gerontology, political
science, history, and economics. In addition to the
history of programs on aging, he explores demographic
trends, usage of health care, the development of
Social Security and Medicare, the evolution of AARP,
the rise and fall of the Medicare Catastrophic Cov-
erage Act, and even baby boomers' use of credit
cards. The clarity of Price's explanations about the
current and future solvency of Social Security and
Medicare surpasses any found in the literature. His
reasoned argument of generational inequities, sup-
ported by abundant tables, will compel even the
most fierce advocates for older persons to ponder the
current generational distribution of slicing the federal
pie.

Price squarely puts the accountability for the fi-
nancial problems of Social Security and Medicare on
politicians, past and present. Because neither program
was designed on the private model of fully linking
what the beneficiary pays with what is received, the
motivation for cost control was lost. Price notes that
during a robust economy, assumed to last forever,
politicians were willing to extend benefits and it was
easy to promise future increases (i.e., COLAs). Like-
wise, a senior might personally opt for less expensive
medical technology, but with Medicare paying the
costs the impulse is to want the latest technology and
most intensive medical treatment. For seniors, no
matter how much they receive in benefits from these
programs, their personal costs will not be affected.
Price views the structural designs of Social Security
and Medicare as responsible for the runaway expan-
sion of entitlements for older people. Using quotes
from others, Price implies that the government's hands
are tied by programs on aging, with no funds left
over for children or for infrastructure.

This lack of government discretion is compounded
by the political power of elders, making politicians
less willing to restrain the growth of aging programs
and more supportive of postponing difficult policy
choices. Price states that elders are the most politi-
cally potent group because of their political activism
ana the widespread public acceptance of aging pro-
grams. Therefore their programs are untouchable. For
Price, the forces of intergenerational equity, demo-
graphic trends of fewer workers and more retirees,
and expanded elderly benefits will soon force an an-
swer to the question of what one generation owes
another.

Hudson's edited volume, The Future of Age-Based
Public Policy, examines the political, population, policy,
and programmatic issues and opinions concerned
with the future of age-based public policy. The inte-
grating theme of the chapters is what should our
public posture be toward a growing older population,
and the chapters address this question from varying
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vantage points. Some of the answers are unexpected
and reflect the depth and breadth of the topics
and background of the contributors. Hudson has as-
sembled a prestigious group of scholars on aging
issues, including Robert Binstock, Jill Quadagno, Eric
Kingson, Marilyn Moon, and Neil Howe. The con-
tributors come from the fields of social ethics, de-
mography, economics, political science, and sociol-
ogy, as well as from government agencies, old-age
interest groups, and private companies.

This book grew out of a Generations volume so
the chapters tend to be short in length but packed
full of intelligent thought and discussion. After his in-
troduction on the history and place of age-based
public policy, Hudson organized the book into four
sections: Competing Bases for Policy Benefits, Public
Policy and Population Dynamics, Policy Arenas and
the Place of Age, and Two Case Studies. Although
the constraints of this review prevent an in-depth dis-
cussion, each chapter warrants a brief mention as to
its content.

Hudson's introductory chapter sets the stage for
the book and provides considerable points to pon-
der. He outlines the arguments for and against using
advanced age as the major, if not the singular, ratio-
nale for receipt of public policy benefits. Age has long
been used as a proxy for need and as a marker for
the inability to work, which were two underpinnings
of much OT the current age-based public policy. Hud-
son points out that for the first time in history we
have a large number of elders whose existence is not
centrally defined by their inability to work or by ill-
ness, so he raises the question of the purpose of a
number of social programs that use age as their cri-
terion. But the dilemma is "if not age, then what?"
and the advantages and disadvantages of each al-
ternative are juxtaposed. Hudson accurately cap-
tures the shift in sentiment toward elders over the
past decades from "we can't do enough" to "have
we done too much?"

Martha Holstein, a social ethicist, combines ethical
reasoning and political necessity in justifying the con-
tinued use of age-based policies. She points out how
various ethical values underlie policies on aging, and
she fears that replacing the age criterion with means
testing would force older persons to prove their wor-
thiness to the gatekeepers. Howe contends that policy
makers and the public do not fully comprehend the
catastrophic consequences of the costs of senior ben-
efits over the next 50 years. Given the growth in num-
bers of older people, program costs and promised
benefits, he urges drastic cuts in expenditures now.
Taking an opposite view, Myles focuses on social citi-
zenship ana advocates that benefits for the elderly
population should be increased not curtailed. He points
out that those most affected by any reforms in Social
Security are younger persons, not today's seniors.

An outstanding contribution is by Binstock in "The
Old Age Lobby in a New Political Era." He explores
how aging policies are wrapped up in the sweeping
federal agenda of limiting the role of government,
redistributing responsibilities between the federal and
state governments and balancing the federal bud-

get. Binstock examines the new political context
compared to earlier eras and explores the shift of
aging interest groups from offensive tactics to defen-
sive tactics for protecting programs. Most important
are the choices made by the giant AARP, which will
define the overall position of the gray lobby.

The fastest growing age segment of the population
is the little studied oldest old, whose diversity is em-
phasized by Judith Conyea. As the dominant theme
for most discussions of the oldest old, long-term care
is a focus in terms of the challenges, the realities, the
financing issues, and alternatives to public assis-
tance. On the flip side, Robert Morris and Frank Caro
look to the young old and their contributions to
society through paid and volunteer work. Paul Adams
and Gary Dominick round out the discussion on re-
lations across the age groups with an emphasis on
the raising of children and the need to ensure their
well-being. It must be remembered that it is the
young who must have the skills to be an economic
force capable of supporting the older population.

Entitlement fever and a crisis mentality have been
key in the efforts to reform Social Security as pointed
out by Kingson and Quadagno. They look at the
financing problems of Social Security, examine the
perception of a program in crisis, critique the pro-
posals for reform and provide plausible solutions.
Sylvester Schieber takes a different perspective and
suggests how Social Security can be partially priva-
tized and over time become a fully funded program
instead of its current pay-as-you-go. Turning to Medi-
care, Moon emphasizes how the context matters in
public policy. She advocates the continuation of a
separate age-related health care program even as at-
tention is being focused on universal health care.

Beth Kutza concentrates on Medicaid and the ef-
fects of means testing on older persons, and Diane
Justice discusses community long-term care resources
and how cost sharing can make tnese limited resources
more widely available. The book ends with two case
studies of community long-term care programs, one
in Ohio, by Robert Logan and Robert Applebaum,
and one in California, by Monika White.

As both books suggest, entitlement fever promises
to dominate the political environment into the new
millennium. Public policies on aging will remain a
central target as policy makers grapple with reforming
existing age-related programs while trying to avoid a
political avalanche from seniors and/or baby boomers.
The shift in public perception that elders may not be
the group most deserving of governmental benefits
will also continue. Whereas both books suggest that
the political context and the definition of the prob-
lem are keys to the future of age-based public policy,
neither provides a definitive answer to whether the
future will reflect societal values of intergenerational
obligation or erupt in generational warfare.

Janie S. Steckenrider
Associate Professor
Department of Political Science
Loyola Marymount University
Los Angeles, CA
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